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1 Introduction
One of the possible extensions of the Standard Model (SM) aimed at explaining the abun-
dance of dark matter in our universe predicts a new U(1) gauge-symmetry sector with a
vector mediator eld A0, often called \dark photon". In a simple realization of such a
scenario [1, 2], an A0 eld A0 with mass MA0 interacts with the SM photon through a
kinetic-mixing Lagrangian,
A0F
 ; (1.1)
where F represents the electromagnetic eld tensor and   1 is the coupling constant.
A consequence of this interaction is the transition 0 ! A0 with branching ratio, BR:
BR
 
0 ! A0 = 221  M2A0
M2
0
3
 BR  0 !  : (1.2)
In a general picture, the above Lagrangian might be accompanied by further interactions,
both with SM matter elds and with a secluded hidden sector of possible dark-matter
candidate elds. If these are lighter than the A0, the dark photon would decay mostly
invisibly.
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Figure 1. Schematic top view of the NA62 beam line and detector. The trajectory of a beam
particle is shown, travelling in vacuum and crossing the detector apertures. A dipole magnet
between the MUV3 and SAC systems deects beam particles out of the SAC acceptance.
The search for an invisible A0 is performed with a missing-mass technique from the
full reconstruction of the decay chain
K+ ! +0; 0 ! A0: (1.3)
An abundant ux of K+ mesons is provided by a high-energy unseparated hadron beam
from the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS). The search is performed using the NA62
experiment, which has the main goal of measuring the BR of the rare decay K+ ! +
with 10% precision. The design of the experiment guarantees high intensity, full particle
identication, hermetic coverage, low material budget and high-rate tracking. The NA62
detector has been fully operational since 2016. The results from the analysis of a subsample
of 2016 data are reported, corresponding to 1% of the statistics collected by NA62 in
2016{2018.
2 Beam line and detector
The beam line and detector, shown schematically in gure 1, are described in detail else-
where [3]. Here, the aspects relevant to the search for the decay chain described in eq. (1.3)
are outlined.
A proton beam of 400 GeV=c in a 4.8 s long spill from the SPS hits a beryllium target
to produce an intense 75 GeV=c secondary beam of positive particles, 6% of which are
charged kaons. The secondary beam is selected with a 1% RMS momentum bite and
is transported to the decay region more than 100 m downstream of the target. For the
present measurement, the typical beam particle rate at the entrance of the decay volume is
300 MHz. Incoming kaons are positively identied by a dierential Cherenkov counter read
out by photomultipliers (PMs) grouped into eight sectors (KTAG): requiring a set of in-time
signals (KTAG candidate) in ve or more sectors identies a K+ with 70 ps time resolution.
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A magnetic spectrometer hosting three stations of Si-pixel detectors (GTK) reconstructs
tracks for individual beam particles with 100 ps resolution and provides the longitudinal
momentum and direction with 0.15 GeV/c and 16rad resolutions, respectively.
For the present analysis, kaon decays in a 50 m long ducial volume are reconstructed.
This volume is contained in a decay tank evacuated to 10 6 mbar. The momentum and
position of the daughter particles are measured by a spectrometer consisting of two straw-
tube chambers (STRAW) on either side of a dipole magnet providing a transverse horizontal
momentum kick of 270 MeV/c. Reconstructed STRAW tracks measure the momentum
with a resolution p=p in the range of 0.3{0.4%. Daughter photons are detected by a
hermetic system involving two lead-scintillator calorimeters (IRC and SAC) for emission
angles with respect to the Z axis  < 1 mrad, a liquid krypton electromagnetic calorimeter
(LKr) for 1 <  < 10 mrad, and a system of 12 annular lead-glass detectors (LAV) for
10 <  < 50 mrad. The detection ineciency is below 10 3 for photons directed towards
the IRC and SAC calorimeters with energy above 6 GeV; below 10 5 for photons hitting
the LKr calorimeter with energy above 10 GeV; below 10 3 for photons hitting the LAV
detector with energy above 1 GeV. A localized set of LKr cells with coincident signals is
grouped into a cluster, providing measurements of energy, transverse coordinates, and time
with resolutions of E=E = 4:8%=
p
E[GeV]  11%=E[GeV]  0:9%, 1 mm, and between
0.5 and 1 ns depending on the amount and type of energy deposition, respectively.
A ring-imaging Cherenkov detector (RICH), with 70 ps resolution, identies secondary
charged pions. Two downstream scintillator hodoscopes provide fast time response for
charged particles: the CHOD, a matrix of tiles read out by SiPMs, has a time resolution
below 1 ns; the NA48-CHOD, composed of two orthogonal planes of scintillator slabs,
has 200 ps resolution for coincidence between vertical and horizontal slabs (NA48-CHOD
candidate). Two hadronic iron/scintillator-strip sampling calorimeters (MUV1,2) and an
array of scintillator tiles located behind 80 cm of iron (MUV3, with 400 ps time resolution)
supplement the pion/muon identication system. The overall probability for identifying a
+ as a + in the momentum range 15{35 GeV=c is at the level of 10 7 [4].
Information from the NA48-CHOD, CHOD, RICH, MUV3, LKr, and the most down-
stream LAV station (LAV12) is hardware-processed to issue level-zero (L0) trigger signals
with a frequency up to 1 MHz. The L0 trigger condition used to search for the decay chain
of eq. (1.3), denoted as signal trigger, aims to select nal states with one emitted + and
missing energy. It requires a signal in the RICH in coincidence within 10 ns with a signal
in at least one CHOD tile. No signals in opposite CHOD quadrants must be found within
the 10 ns window, thus reducing the contribution of K+ ! ++  decays and in general
of nal states with multiple charged particles; this condition is called QX-veto in the fol-
lowing. No signals in the MUV3 detector must be present, thus reducing the contribution
of K+ ! (0)+ decays. No more than one in-time signal must be found in LAV12
and no more than 20 GeV of total energy deposit in time in the LKr calorimeter must be
reconstructed. These conditions reduce the contribution of multi-photon nal states and
are particularly eective in rejecting forward-emitted photons from 0 decays.
A software trigger (L1) reconstructs data from the KTAG, LAV and STRAW detectors
to further enforce the presence of a charged kaon and to reject nal states with additional
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particles emitted at large angle. The charged kaon must be positively identied using
KTAG information within 10 ns of the L0 trigger RICH-based time. At least one STRAW
track must be reconstructed, corresponding to a particle with momentum below 50 GeV/c
and a point of closest approach (less than 20 cm) to the nominal beam axis upstream of
the rst STRAW chamber. Events with in-time signals in three or more LAV blocks are
rejected. These conditions reduce the trigger rate by a factor of 100.
For normalization, the analysis uses data taken with a concurrent minimum-bias L0
trigger (\control trigger") based on NA48-CHOD information. The control trigger requires
one or more time coincidences between horizontal and vertical planes of scintillators in the
NA48-CHOD hodoscope, and is downscaled by a factor of 400.
3 Analysis principle
Assuming a dominant invisible decay of the A0 (or a long-lived A0 producing no observable
interaction in the LKr calorimeter), the experimental signature for the events described
in eq. (1.3) is given by a kaon decaying into a charged pion and a photon hitting the
LKr calorimeter, with missing energy and momentum. The kaon and pion momenta are
measured with the GTK and STRAW detectors, respectively, and the corresponding 4-
momenta are denoted PK and P. The measurement of the position of impact and the
energy released in the LKr allow the determination of the photon 4-momentum P , assum-
ing emission from the decay vertex. The squared missing mass
M2miss = (PK   P   P)2 (3.1)
is expected to peak at M2A0 for the decay chain in eq. (1.3) and at zero for the most abundant
background, 0 !  with one photon undetected.
A high-purity kinematic identication of the K+ ! +0 decays is performed by
reconstructing solely the K+ and + particles. The number of K+ ! +0 decays, n0 ,
counted in the control-trigger sample denes the statistics of tagged 0 mesons used for
normalization.
Additional conditions are required for signal-triggered events, in order to enforce the
sole presence of a + and one photon in the nal state. The selection eciency for these
additional requirements and the signal-trigger eciency depend on MA0 and are denoted
as "sel and "trg. A peak search in the positive tail of the M
2
miss background distribution
is performed by comparing the number of events in a sliding M2miss window to the back-
ground expectation. For illustration, the distributions of M2miss from a Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation of the NA62 apparatus when injecting A0 signals with masses of 60, 90, and
120 MeV=c2 and a coupling strength 2 = 2:5 10 4 (see eq. (1.2)) are shown in gure 2.
These are superimposed on the expected contribution from a control-trigger data sample
with fully reconstructed 0 !  in which one of the two photon LKr clusters, randomly
chosen, is articially excluded. The data distribution is scaled to n0 . Each MC distribu-
tion is scaled to the equivalent number of tagged 0 mesons corresponding to the generated
statistics.
The estimate of the number of signal events nsig in a given M
2
miss window is normalized
to the number n0 to yield the BR for the decay 
0 ! A0 (and hence the 2 coupling
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Figure 2. Distributions of the squared missing mass evaluated from K+ decays with one photon
and one + reconstructed (eq. (3.1)). Data from 0 !  with one photon, randomly chosen,
assumed to be undetected are shown by the blue line. The expected spectra from MC simulations
of 0 ! A0 with a coupling strength 2 = 2:5  10 4 and A0 masses of 60 (red), 90 (green) and
120 MeV/c2 (grey) are also shown. For details about the normalization used, see text.
strength):
BR(0 ! A0) = BR(0 ! )nsig
n0
1
"sel"trg"mass
; (3.2)
where the correction factor "mass accounts for the acceptance of the sliding M
2
miss window
used. The geometrical acceptance and the 0-tagging eciency are identical for the signal
and normalization channels and therefore cancel exactly in eq. (3.2). Part of the sample
is solely used for a data-driven background evaluation, reducing the size of the dataset
exploited in the signal search.
3.1 Selection of the normalization sample
The normalization sample is selected as follows.
 Events with one charged daughter particle are required: exactly one STRAW good-
quality track geometrically associated with a NA48-CHOD candidate must be recon-
structed. The STRAW track is the + candidate in the decay K+ ! +0. The
track momentum must lie in the range 15 < p < 35 GeV=c, ensuring at least 40 GeV
of missing energy for a nominal kaon momentum of 75 GeV=c.
 To achieve high-purity pion identication, the +-candidate track is associated in
time with a single ring from the RICH consistent with the track direction. The NA48-
CHOD hodoscope is used as the time reference for the association to the RICH, which
is then used as a reference for all subsequent associations. The track must be geo-
metrically associated with in-time energy deposits from the LKr, MUV1, and MUV2
calorimeters. No in-time MUV3 signal must be geometrically associated with the
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track. Information from the LKr, MUV1, and MUV2 is combined in a multivariate
classier leading to a -to- mis-identication probability of 10 7 [4].
 The +-candidate track must be associated in space and time with exactly one beam
track reconstructed with the GTK detector. Tight requirements are applied for this
association to minimize the kinematic tails in the reconstruction: the matching time
dierence must be less than 400 ps and the spatial distance of minimum approach
cannot exceed 5 mm. The point of closest approach of the +-candidate and beam
tracks is taken as the reconstructed decay vertex. Its longitudinal position must lie
in the interval 115 < Z < 165 m (gure 1).
 The beam particle is identied as a charged kaon by its association in time with a
KTAG candidate with signals in ve or more sectors. The kaon-candidate momentum
reconstructed by the GTK spectrometer must lie in the range 72 < pK < 78 GeV=c,
to be consistent with the beam momentum.
 The squared missing mass is required to be consistent with the squared 0 mass:
0:013 < (PK   P)2 < 0:023 GeV2=c4.
These conditions select K+ ! +0() decays (inclusive of the inner-bremsstrahlung ra-
diative component, IB) with contamination below the per-mil level. The total number
of selected events is 1 030 155. After accounting for the control-trigger downscaling fac-
tor of 400, the number of tagged 0 mesons corresponding to the signal trigger sample is
n0 = 4:12  108. It has been checked that the statistical error on the downscaling has a
negligible impact.
3.2 Selection of the signal sample
The algorithm described in the previous section is also applied to signal-triggered events.
Further requirements are applied to identify the decay chain of eq. (1.3).
 No in-time signals from the LAV and SAC-IRC systems must be present.
 Exactly one in-time LKr cluster with energy E > 1:5 GeV is required at least 20 cm
away from the pion impact point. The selected LKr cluster is assumed to be due
to a photon originating from the decay vertex: its energy and position are used to
evaluate the photon momentum. The missing momentum ~pmiss evaluated from the
kaon, pion, and photon momenta must extrapolate from the decay vertex to the LKr
calorimeter and any activity in the LKr around the pmiss impact point must not have
a total energy in excess of 1 GeV. These conditions ensure further rejection against
additional photons. The impact point of ~pmiss must be at least 20 cm away from the
LKr clusters associated with the pion and photon, thus minimizing energy sharing
(isolation cut).
 No in-time RICH signals may be found apart from those reconstructing the pion
Cherenkov ring, thus minimizing the contribution from upstream photon conversions
in the STRAW chamber and RICH vessel materials.
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 A reconstruction bias may occur when a photon converts before reaching the LKr
sensitive volume: if one particle of the e+e  pair from the conversion is undetected,
the energy of the reconstructed photon cluster tends to be underestimated, occasion-
ally by several GeV. This eect has an impact on the background due to 0 ! 
decays with one photon lost. The energy of the undetected photon is usually below
1 GeV, therefore a bias in the reconstruction of the detected photon may induce a
correlated shift of the missing energy and of M2miss towards positive values. Moreover,
events with a systematic underestimation of the detected photon energy may have
the impact point of ~pmiss in the LKr sensitive region, whereas the missing photon
truly points to the LAV system. Imposing a lower threshold to the missing energy
mitigates these eects, as shown by MC simulation. The missing energy evaluated
from the energies of the kaon, pion, and photon LKr cluster, Emiss = EK  E  E ,
is required to be at least 5 GeV above its kinematic lower limit, calculated for the
decay of a 0 to a photon and a particle of mass squared M2miss.
 No in-time NA48-CHOD candidates must be found except for those geometrically
associated with the +. This condition is referred to as the NA48-CHOD Extra-
activity cut.
A total of 8 915 events satisfy these criteria.
3.3 Background evaluation
After signal selection, MC studies suggest that all background events are K+ ! +0()
decays, in which one of the photons from the decay 0 !  is lost due to photo-nuclear
interactions or conversions downstream of the NA48-CHOD hodoscope. The detected
photon might be correctly reconstructed or its energy might be systematically underes-
timated due to conversion downstream of the NA48-CHOD hodoscope (e.g. in the LKr
cryostat). Background channels K+ ! 0e+e;K+ ! 0+;K+ ! +0(DE);K+ !
+0(INT);K+ ! +();K+ ! e+e() and K+ ! +00 are expected to yield less
than one selected event (DE refers to the direct emission component, while INT refers to
the interference between DE and IB amplitudes).
To evaluate the expected background, a data-driven approach is used. The data selec-
tion of section 3.2 is applied but the NA48-CHOD Extra activity cut is partially inverted:
events with one in-time NA48-CHOD candidate geometrically associated with the detected
photon are rejected, while the presence of candidates far from both the + and photon im-
pact points to the NA48-CHOD hodoscope is required. This allows the selection of a data
control sample of 0 !  events with one photon lost because of conversion upstream of
the NA48-CHOD. Ensuring the presence of a second photon with no overlap with the signal
sample, the control sample can be used to evaluate the expected M2miss background distribu-
tion with a bias that is below the statistical uncertainty, as veried by MC simulations. The
control sample is scaled to the signal sample in a side-band region adjacent to but not over-
lapping with the A0 search region. Background considerations suggest considering a mini-
mum mass of 30 MeV=c2 for the A0 search. Similarly, acceptance and yield considerations
suggest considering a maximum mass of 130 MeV=c2. Given the expected mass resolution
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Figure 3. M2miss distribution of samples for A
0 search (black) and background (red, with error
bars). The scaling factors are evaluated in the region shown in the left panel. The search region is
shown in the right panel. In the bottom panels, the dierence N between the two M
2
miss spectra
in units of its standard deviation is shown.
discussed in the next section, the search region is 0:00075 < M2miss < 0:01765 GeV
2=c4. The
scaling window used corresponds to 0:00005 < M2miss < 0:00075 GeV
2=c4 (gure 3, left).
Particular care has been taken to avoid a possible trigger-induced bias when evaluating
the expected background. The signal trigger applies the QX-veto condition, rejecting
events with in-time signals in opposite CHOD quadrants. To account for the QX-veto
potential ineciency, signal-selected and background samples are divided according to
whether the impact points of ~pmiss and of the charged pion track lie in opposite CHOD
quadrants or not. The uncertainty on the scale factors is included in the evaluation of the
upper limit. The distributions of M2miss for the signal search and the scaled background
samples are shown in gure 3, right.
4 Search for an A0 signal
The expected M2miss distribution for an A
0 signal and the selection eciency are evaluated
using MC simulations of the 0 ! A0 decay, with MA0 ranging from 30 to 130 MeV/c2 in
steps of 10 MeV/c2.
Given the expected background, for each A0 mass value the signal region optimizing the
upper limit in a background-only hypothesis is dened as a 1M2miss window around the
expected M2miss peak value, where M2miss
is the resolution. The resolution slowly degrades
with increasing MA0 (gure 4). This behaviour is dominated by the relative resolution
on the photon energy measured with the LKr calorimeter: the higher the A0 mass, the
lower the energy of the detected photon. The dependence of the resolution on the mass is
parameterized with a polynomial function to allow interpolation in the whole search region.
To determine the reliability of the simulation of the missing mass resolution, data and
MC simulation are compared for fully reconstructed K+ ! +0, 0 ! e+e  decays.
The resolution on (PK   P   P)2  (Pe+ + Pe )2 is studied as a function of the di-lepton
mass (Pe+ and Pe  are the positron and electron 4-momenta). Data and MC resolutions
are found to agree within 10%. The uncertainty on the resolution is considered in the
evaluation of the systematic error on the observed limit.
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Figure 4. Resolution on the squared missing mass for events satisfying the signal selection criteria,
from the simulation of the decay chain K+ ! +0 followed by 0 ! A0, as a function of MA0 .
A polynomial function describing the mass dependence is also displayed.
4.1 Eciency corrections
The selection eciency, "sel, is evaluated by MC simulation. A study of the signal loss due
to eects not included or not reliably modeled in the MC simulation has been performed.
The signal selection requires the presence of a single photon in the nal state. Therefore,
an eciency loss is expected due to in-time accidental activity from upstream decays of
kaons and pions in the beam, or to the decay K+ ! +0 if the radiative photon is
suciently hard to be detected. The expected contribution from the former source, the
so-called random-veto eect, is evaluated with data collected with the control trigger:
information from out-of-time windows from various data samples of K+ ! +0, 0 ! 
decays is used for this purpose. For the latter source, MC simulations of the radiative
decay are combined with the measured photon detection eciency. The overall loss due to
the two eects is (19:7  0:2stat  1:5syst)%, dominated by the random-veto contribution.
The systematic error includes an estimate of the reliability of the control samples used to
reproduce the random-veto eect for the signal sample (0.7%) and a conservative evaluation
of the uncertainty on the detection eciency of the radiative photon (1.3%).
The trigger eciency, "trg, is evaluated using an MC simulation with data inputs. Data
samples of K+ ! +0 events are selected from the control trigger in which exactly one
photon LKr cluster is present. The missing momentum ~pmiss must point towards one of the
LAV stations, thus ensuring the absence of the second photon in the LKr calorimeter. To
mimic the signal sample, in which the QX-veto condition is applied, this control sample is
reduced to geometrical congurations in which the selected photon and the charged pion
do not traverse opposite CHOD quadrants. The signal-trigger eciency is obtained as the
fraction of events satisfying the signal-trigger chain. The eciency is binned as a function
of the total energy released in the LKr calorimeter. To reproduce the trigger condition,
which requires the total energy release to be below 20 GeV, the binned eciency is used as
an event-weight for the MC simulation of the signal. The expected distribution of the total
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Figure 5. Total eciency as a function of MA0 . A polynomial function is used to interpolate the
global eciency in the range 30 < MA0 < 130 MeV/c
2.
LKr energy for the signal is therefore convoluted with the data-measured trigger eciency.
The ineciency induced by the L1 is determined with data-driven methods and is found
to be less than 3%.
The total eciency combining "sel, "trg, and the mass-window acceptance "mass deter-
mined by MC simulation is shown as a function of MA0 in gure 5. It is parameterized
with a polynomial function to interpolate in the range 30 MeV/c2 < MA0 < 130 MeV/c
2.
The dependence of the eciency on MA0 is dominated by kinematic eects: a heavy A
0
is emitted collinear to a soft visible photon, thus losses can occur both due to the photon
detection eciency and to the isolation cut.
4.2 Evaluation of the upper limit
The observed data and the expected background counts are evaluated by integrating the
corresponding M2miss spectrum (gure 3, right) in a 1M2miss signal search window. To
avoid the case of exactly zero expected counts, background events lying above 0.005 GeV2=c4
(\at region") are grouped into a single bin. For the signal windows that overlap the at
region, the background entries in the single bin are scaled by the ratio of the signal window
width to the at region width and the errors are evaluated accordingly.
Using the CLs algorithm [5], frequentist 90% condence intervals are determined for the
number of signal events. The upper limits are compatible within two standard deviations
with the uctuation expected in a background-only scenario.
The 90% CL upper limits obtained on the coupling parameter 2 as a function of
MA0 are shown in gure 6. The limit from the number of observed events (solid curve) is
compared to the bands with 68% and 95% coverage in the absence of signal: no statistically
signicant excess is detected.
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Figure 6. Upper limits at 90% CL on the dark photon coupling strength (2) as a function of the
mass (MA0). The limit obtained from data (solid line) should be compared to that expected in the
absence of signal: the median of the upper-limit distribution in the background-only hypothesis is
shown by the dashed line and the corresponding uctuation bands with 68% and 95% coverage are
shown by the shaded areas.
4.3 Systematic errors
Various parameters used in the statistical procedure have been varied to evaluate the
systematic uncertainty on the calculated upper limits. The lower edge of the window used
to evaluate the scale factors to compare background and signal-search samples has been
varied using the following additional values:  0:00015, 0.00015, 0.00025 GeV2=c4. The
rst value implies using the peak of the background distribution for scaling, while the
other values correspond to using smaller and smaller portions towards positive values of
the M2miss distribution. For each of these choices, the scaling has been re-evaluated and
an upper limit has been obtained. The signal window has been varied to 0:9, 1:1, and
2M2miss . The extent of the at region has been varied by moving its lower edge to 0.004
and 0.006 GeV2=c4: these two values correspond to a variation larger than one standard
deviation of the signal distribution.
The uncertainties on the signal eciency, including statistical and systematic errors,
have been considered in the evaluation of the upper limit. A condence band has been cal-
culated for the polynomial interpolation based on the ten eciency points of gure 5: each
interpolated value is taken with the total relative uncertainty of the nearest eciency point.
Moreover, for each eciency point, the results obtained using the polynomial interpolation
have been compared to those using the central values.
No signicant deviation beyond the statistical uncertainty has been observed in these
studies.
To prove the discovery sensitivity of the analysis, a dark photon signal is injected into
the data and the statistical treatment is applied to this altered sample. The M2miss spectrum
corresponding to the MC simulation of an A0 with 80 MeV/c2 mass is scaled according to
four dierent values of the coupling strength 2: 6:4 10 7, 10 6, and 4 10 6. The scale
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factor applied to each A0 signal takes into account the full selection and trigger eciency
with its uncertainty. The scaled histograms are added to the data distribution.
The upper limits for these altered samples demonstrate that the method described in
this work is able to detect such A0 signals: for all of the above 2 values, the upper limits
found exceed the limit from the background-only hypothesis beyond its 95% coverage.
5 Search for the 0 !  decay
With slight modications to the analysis, a search has been conducted for the decay 0 !
, for which the BR is expected to be of the order of 10 18 [6] within the SM. The
present experimental limit is BR(0 ! )< 6  10 4 at 90% CL [7]. The strategy
to search for this decay is the same as that used for the A0, based on the comparison
of data and expected background counts in a given M2miss interval. A MC simulation of
the decay is performed using the phase-space density in [6]. The combined eciency for
the signal selection of section 3.2 and the trigger conditions is (14:0  0:6)%. The range
0:0054 GeV2=c4 < M2miss < M
2
0 is used as the signal-search window after MC optimization
of the expected limit in the background-only hypothesis. The M2miss window chosen contains
(52:8 1:7)% of the signal events. The number of observed events is 7, while the expected
background counts are 12 4. The CLs technique provides an upper limit on the number
Ns of decays observed, Ns < 5:6, which is compatible (within one standard deviation)
with the results from the expected background uctuations. After applying the eciency
corrections, the 90% CL upper limit obtained is:
BR(0 ! ) < 1:9 10 7: (5.1)
6 Conclusions
A search for an invisible dark photon A0 has been performed, exploiting the ecient photon-
veto capability and high resolution tracking of the NA62 detector. The signal stems from
the chain K+ ! +0 followed by 0 ! A0. Given the kaon, charged pion, and photon
4-momenta, the squared missing mass M2miss = (PK   P   P)2 is expected to peak at the
squared A0 mass for the signal and at zero for the dominant background, 0 !  decays
with one photon undetected. A peak search has been conducted, comparing signal-selected
samples and data-driven background estimates. Using the CLs method, no signicant
statistical excess has been identied and upper limits on the coupling strength 2 in the
mass range 30{130 MeV/c2 have been set, improving on the previous limits over the mass
range 60{110 MeV/c2 (gure 7).
It should be noted that the experimental technique used here diers from that of
previous results. At BaBar, positron-electron annihilations to one photon and one dark
photon at the centre of mass energy of the  resonances should produce energetic single-
photon events [8]. At NA64, dark photons produced by a 100 GeV electron beam dumped
into a calorimeter are supposed to yield an excess of events with large missing energy [9]. As
a consequence, models dierent from that of eq. (1.1) and e.g. involving suppressed dark-
photon lepton couplings [10], might produce a signal at NA62 notwithstanding the NA64
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Figure 7. Upper limit at 90% CL from NA62 (red region) in the 2 vs MA0 plane with A
0 decaying
into invisible nal states. The limits from the BaBar [8] (blue) and NA64 [9] (light grey) experiments
are shown. The green band shows the region of the parameter space corresponding to an explanation
of the discrepancy between the measured [11] and expected values of the anomalous muon magnetic
moment (g   2) [12] in terms of a contribution from the A0 in the quantum loops [13, 14]. The
region above the black line is excluded by the agreement of the anomalous magnetic moment of the
electron (g   2)e with its expected value [15{17].
and BaBar experimental results. The measurement of the BR for the decay K+ ! +
by the E787 and E949 experiments [18] can be interpreted as a limit on the BR for the
decay K+ ! +A0 as a function of the A0 mass. However, this interpretation is model-
dependent: if a mixing of the dark photon to the Z boson is introduced, the lower edge
of the exclusion bound increases by a factor of 7 [19]. In the most conservative scenario,
not shown in gure 7, the upper limit from E787-E949 partially overlaps with the (g  2)
band in the mass ranges 83{113 and 176{243 MeV=c2.
Finally, an upper limit has been set for the branching ratio of the decay 0 ! ,
BR < 1:9  10 7 at 90% CL, improving the current limit by more than three orders of
magnitude.
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